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The Murder at the Vicarage is Agatha Christies first mystery to feature the beloved investigator Miss Marple--
as a dead body in a clergyman's study proves to the indomitable sleuth that no place, holy or otherwise, is a
sanctuary from homicide.Miss Marple encounters a compelling murder mystery in the sleepy little village of
St. Mary Mead, where under the seemingly peaceful exterior of an English country village lurks intrigue,
guilt, deception and death.Colonel Protheroe, local magistrate and overbearing land-owner is the most

detested man in the village. Everyone--even in the vicar--wishes he were dead. And very soon he is--shot in
the head in the vicar's own study. Faced with a surfeit of suspects, only the inscrutable Miss Marple can

unravel the tangled web of clues that will lead to the unmasking of the killer.

Miss Marple encounters a compelling murder mystery in the sleepy little village of St. Needless to say there
is no inappropriate language.

Miss Marple

Product Information. It is clever and pleasant. Mary Mead on a map and send Miss Marple on the trail of a
killer with. Although Murder at the Vicarage 1930 is the first novel set in St Mary Mead the village itself was

mentioned several times in her Poirot novel The Mystery of the Blue Train 1928. Ive read ten novels by
Christie and this one is near the top of the list for me. The murder at the Vicarage A Miss Marple mystery.

Murder at the Vicarage 1930is the first Miss Marple mystery book by Agatha Christie. His wife Anne admits
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newly arrived artist Lawrence Redding is an old flame and both confess to murder. The Murder at the
Vicarage . I rather like Miss Marple I said. But it isnt the pompous old brutes murder that raises eyebrows but
rather the scandalous secrets it exposes. Miss Marples keen powers of observation clear both of them of the

crime but other suspects abound. Marriage I have always held is a serious affair to.
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